Z4 m coupe reviews

There's nothing better than putting the top down on a nice day and finding an entertaining road
to enjoy, and the BMW Z4 is a great choice for such an activity. Buyers can choose between a
turbocharged four-cylinder or a twin-turbo inline-sixâ€”the latter of which blasted the Z4 to 60
mph in just 3. Rear-wheel drive is standard and all-wheel drive isn't offered but, sadly, neither is
a manual transmission; all Z4s come with an eight-speed automatic. Dynamically speaking, the
Porsche Boxster is still our preferred ragtop sports car but the Z4 offers plenty of driving
enjoyment with a slightly smoother ride for day-to-day use. The cabin is snug but comfortable
for two adults and has plenty of standard creature comforts and connectivity features. If you'd
prefer a fixed-roof coupe, check out the mechanically similar Toyota Supra instead. Toyota
collaborated with BMW on it, and the two cars share their powertrains and suspensions. Few
changes are in store for BMW's two-seat convertible for Other minor changes include the
addition of an optional wireless smartphone charging pad and M Sport brakes with red-painted
calipers. At its base price, the Z4 Drive30i is an undeniable value. It costs considerably less than
its main rival, the Porsche Boxster, and it offers more than enough performance for most
buyers. You can also dress it up with the M Sport Kit, which adds an M Sport suspension for
better handling and it dials up its appearance inside and out with an aerodynamic body kit and
M Sport steering wheel. Larger inch wheels and tires are also available, and BMW offers the
Dynamic Handling package, which adds larger M Sport brakes and its M Sport differential for
additional traction. Your new Z4 still won't accelerate like the much more powerful M40i, but it'll
be more than quick enough to satisfy. Paddle shifters mounted to the steering wheel are also
standard. That's right: For the first time, the BMW Z4 is not available with a traditional manual
transmission with a clutch pedal. You won't miss it. The eight-speed is one of the best
automatics around with sharp responses, snappy shifts, and smooth operation. The sDrive30i is
powered by the brand's excellent turbocharged 2. In our testing, this model accelerated to 60
mph in 5. That's quick, but it's a bit slower than a Porsche Boxster, which is still available with a
manual gearbox. For more grunt, the M40i model gets a hp twin-turbocharged inline-six. It's
incredibly smooth and refined, and it turns the Z4 into a superfast sports car with a zero-tomph
time of just 3. That's quicker than the hp Porsche Boxster S. With its exceptional performance, it
may surprise you that the BMW Z4 is one of the most fuel-efficient sports cars in its class. The
fuel economy of the Z4 sDrive30i is rated by the EPA to be 25 mpg city and 32 mpg on the
highway. With its much higher level of horsepower, the fuel economy of the Z4 M40i is just a
single mpg lower, getting 24 mpg city and 31 mpg highway. In our testing, both models
recorded 20 mpg in mixed driving. Unfortunately, both engines require more expensive
premium gasoline, and the Z4 has a small gas tank, so its fuel range isn't extensive. Expect
about miles of highway driving between each fill-up. In fact, it may have the best interior in this
class. It features luxe materials, exceptional panel fitment, and excellent control placement. Its
seats are comfortable with sizable bolsters to hold you in place when you're enjoying the Z4's
dynamics. There is also more room inside than you might expect, even for those taller than six
feet. Thick and insulated, its cloth roof seals tightly. When the top is up, the BMW's interior is
impressively quiet, with so little wind or road noise it almost feels like a Grand Touring coupe.
With the push of a button, it folds away in a few seconds. A wind blocker is standard to keep
wind buffeting to a minimum with the top down, even at high speeds. Interior stowage is also
quite generous. There are several storage bins around the Z4's cabin, including one in the
center console and a felt-lined cubby to the left of the steering wheel. There's also a netted shelf
behind the seats and two big cupholders up front. At 10 cubic feet, the trunk of the Z4 isn't
huge, but it'll swallow luggage for two for a quick weekend road trip. A massive The latest
iteration of BMW's iDrive system is easy to use, with sharp graphics. The system can also be
controlled intuitively with a knob and buttons on the Z4's console or with voice commands. A
Wi-Fi hotspot is part of the available Premium package, along with wireless charging for
phones, a head-up display, and heated seats. Forward-collision warning and daytime pedestrian
detection with city braking are standard, as is BMW's lane-departure warning system. Other
driver-assistance tech is available as options on both Z4 models. That list of available systems
includes active cruise control, active blind-spot detection, rear-collision protection, and rear
cross-traffic alert. Key safety features include:. BMW's warranty is average for the segment;
however, its complimentary scheduled maintenance coverage is a standout. More Features and
Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian and
Scott Oldham. More on the BMW Z4. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From BMW. But look more closely and there are
plenty of interesting bits, especially if you're standing behind or above the car. Parallel creases
along the bonnet continue over the roof, emphasising the stocky rear haunches framing the litre
boot. Below that, a quartet of polished shotgun tailpipes holler a tune that BMW has spent
decades perfecting. Not necessarily, at least not if you don't want to be driving an obsolete car

in 12 months â€” the new M3 comes out next year. And even when that car does come some will
just prefer the M coupe's simplicity. In fact it liberating not having to think about getting all your
settings sorted before you can enjoy the drive â€” instead, you just attack the bends in the
confident knowledge that the stiff chassis and brilliant M-diff will look after you. Actually, it's
not. There's so much traction you can nail the throttle in any gear in most situations without
fear of things getting out of hand. Which is actually a bit of a disappointment because at the
same time it lacks the scalpel sharp responses of the Cayman. That M3 engine is still a joy
though though. As you hammer the rev counter needle around to rpm in all six gears, the sound
matches the acceleration. Pressing the Sport button noticeably sharpens the throttle sensitivity
making B roads more fun and stop-start driving even more unpleasant than it already is: as
transmissions go this one's a clunker. The stiffer shell has also enabled the M division's white
coats to quicken the steering ratio, and the spring and damper settings are different. Basically it
feels much sharper to drive. Porsche's Cayman S, which is 0. But it's worth every penny of that
premium for the extra precision. But as an overall package the BMW is hugely appealing, and its
performance is astonishing. But the 3. I'm afraid this time the M model isn't the default choice.
So, Munich's TVR is back? That's right, but this one's a bit Back to BMW. By Jon Smith. Why
tone down the styling this time? Porsche Cayman review Good grief, it's a slightly slower
Porsche! What are they Other Models. Photo Gallery. Can a car be too accomplished for its own
good? It's a question that you sense may become more of an issue over the next few years.
With tyre technology growing ever more sophisticated, the common use of constantly variable
dampers and the massive advances in electronic control systems, you have to wonder if cars
are going to be too grippy, too controlled and too efficient at the simple job of getting from
A-to-B as quickly as possible to allow us to gain any enjoyment from extracting their full
potential. Well, if the worst happens there will always be the new Z4 M Roadster to remind you
just what it means when you put bhp through the rear wheels of a compact roadster Thankfully,
though, you'd never guess it when you're in the hot seat, metering out the massive performance
served up by its searing straight-six. The numbers are compelling. The 3. Unfortunately, at kg
the M Roadster is just 85kg lighter than the four-seat M3. However, the claimed mph time is still
just 5. Perhaps more important than the bald performance figures is the lap time set at the
Nurburgring. At 8min 15sec, the Z4 M is said to be significantly quicker than the bigger coupe
from which it borrows its engine and gearbox, and the M Division engineers state that it's
'completely different from the old Z3 M, much more responsive and consistent'. Its predecessor
always felt like a bit of a hot rod. It was great fun, but it wasn't the most polished product ever to
leave the hallowed M works. We're in south-western Spain, home of the fantastic Jerez race
circuit and smooth, EU-funded roads that sweep across the varied landscape nearby. Within
yards or so of the jagged access road leading to the circuit you can see why BMW chose a route
consisting mainly of smooth tarmac. The Z4 M feels very stiff. A Porsche Boxster would sail
over similar terrain without so much as a shimmy, but the trade-off means that the Z4 M feels
sharp, eager and uncompromisingly steely edged. The structure itself never even hints at a
wobble. The throttle response sends out a similarly extreme vibe: every tiny input is rewarded
with soaring revs and a shove in the back. Hit the Sport button and the response is positively
hyperactive. I left it alone, finding the Z4 M almost impossible to drive smoothly with Sport
selected. Okay, now for the bit where I moan about the brakes. It's predictable, I know, but it has
to be said. The Roadster's set-up is borrowed from the M3 CSL, and despite huge cross-drilled
discs mm at the front, mm at the rear the initial bite feels a bit hollow, and after just 10 minutes
of fast road driving they're squealing horribly. The single-piston callipers don't seem up to the
job. To be fair they don't ever fade hugely, but they lack feel, progression and above all
reassurance - something you really want on an unfamiliar road and with that straight-six
screaming towards the red line. That engine is, of course, the defining feature of the Z4 M. It has
the same trebly, metallic shriek that makes the M3 so satisfying, only the noise is notched up a
level and you feel more in touch with the engine's every movement, especially with the neat
electric hood stowed away. To be honest some people might find it slightly too intrusive, but its
angry cry complements the uncompromising chassis perfectly. Speaking of which, the few poor
surfaces that we encountered really upset the Z4 M's composure. It could turn out to be a
handful on Britain's ancient, crumbling tarmac, but on smooth, sweeping roads it feels great.
There's plenty of bite on turn-in and you can feel the car's balance shifting as you spot the exit
and really get on the throttle, mild understeer bleeding away as you start to smear the rear
rubber into the road. However, it takes a little time to gain the confidence to really grab the Z4 M
by the scruff of the neck, simply because the steering, although well-weighted, is essentially
lacking in feel. And this despite the M Division ditching the regular Z4's electric power steering
system for a more traditional hydraulic set-up. Out on the fabulous Jerez circuit, the dull
steering doesn't really dent your progress, but the Z4 M's quite pronounced understeer does. If

you misjudge your entry speed it's not easy to rein it in and exit the corner cleanly. Through the
slower corners particularly you have to work hard to keep it neat and tidy. The slick six-speed
'box works brilliantly, though, and the engine feels mighty, although strangely it seems to lack
that last degree of fizz and crackle of recent M3s we've driven. With experience you can negate
the push with a big lift as you turn in. That gets the tail moving pretty quickly and you need to
be decisive with your steering input to catch it. When you do, though, the six-cylinder's huge
rev-range there's useful power from rpm to the cut-out at rpm means you can tease out slides
for Or until a rear tyre shreds itself to pieces. So, the Z4 M isn't perfect. You need to work at it to
make it really sing, and the stiff ride and aggressive throttle response mean you never forget
that you're driving something with a very bad attitude. But that's the appeal I suppose. If a
Boxster S is too complete for you, and a TVR or Marcos too big a leap into the unknown, then
you should be thinking very seriously about trying a Z4 M. Synthetic fuelled cars as clean as
electric cars, says Porsche. Skip to Content Skip to Footer. Find a car review Make Make. Model
Model. Evo rating. More reviews. Specifications Engine In-line 6-cyl, cc, 24v Max power bhp rpm
Max torque lb ft rpm 5. Share this on Twitter Share this on Facebook Email. Most Popular.
Porsche GT3. Skip to Header Skip to Content. For Hitchcock, dialing "M" meant murder. BMW
has been known to dial M, as well. But in this case, any screaming you hear will be due to
overloaded tires or passengers with wild eyes and death grips on the door handles. As most
automotive enthusiasts know, the letter M refers to BMW's subsidiary motorsport division.
Through it, select BMW models are modified into serious performance machines and given
distinct nomenclature. Currently in its second generation a previous version was based on the
old Z3 , the M is much more than a mere dress-up kit or sport package. Much of its hardware
comes from the now-discontinued M3. The car's high-revving 3. The springs and dampers are
sport-tuned, and the brakes are the same as those used for the old M3's Competition package.
Even the stability control system has been altered to be less intrusive. Of course, they're
relatively lightweight about a 3,pound base curb weight for the Coupe , have near-ideal weight
distribution and can post blindingly quick acceleration times. But they also provide some of the
best thrills you can get from a non-exotic sports car. Visceral and extreme, they bring out the
driver's inner hooligan. Every departure from a stoplight is an opportunity to hit 8, rpm, every
corner a chance to hang the tail out wide. Though not the quickest BMW M product, this one is
arguably the most driver-centric. With just two seats, a modest trunk and no automatic
transmission, the M Coupe and Roadster come close to being road-going race cars. Yet this
aggressiveness, so intoxicating at times, is also a failing. The Porsche models are more
expensive sometimes by a lot , but they match the M's performance and, at the same time, are
more polished in their moves and communicative in their purpose. And if one of these sports
cars has to also serve as a daily driver, these are qualities that can't be ignored. The BMW M
sports car is available as a hatchback coupe or a roadster with a power-operated fabric top.
Special styling details, such as a more aggressive front fascia with larger air inlets, a pair of
ridges in the hood and a set of quad exhaust outlets flanking a rear diffuser separate the M from
its less potent Z4 brethren. The optional Premium Package is pretty much a must. Not because
it gives you auto-dimming mirrors, power seats with driver memory , BMW Assist, Bluetooth
connectivity and a premium audio system -- it does -- but because BMW sneakily makes this
rather pricey package the only way to get cruise control. Other options include heated seats, a
navigation system, wood interior trim and higher-grade interior leather. A six-speed manual
gearbox is the sole transmission offering and a special limited-slip rear differential helps put the
power to the pavement. In testing, we've found the M Coupe can hit 60 mph in 4. EPA fuel
economy estimates are average for this class of car at 16 mpg city, 24 mpg highway. The M
comes with a stability control system, traction control, a tire-pressure monitor, rollover
protection for the roadster and side airbags. Antilock disc brakes are also included, and they
come with BMW's latest add-on features like automatic brake-disc drying. Sitting in the BMW M
feels like you're riding on the rear axle, and that's almost true. The view down that elongated
hood from what feels like the backseat is a bit old-school, and charming, too. There's no doubt
this is a front-engine rear-driver. Twist the key and the engine zings to life. It provides
unrestrained gyrations up to the 8,rpm redline, along with a broad torque band that thrusts the
car forward with the immediacy of a s muscle car. Yet the M isn't for the casual driver. It feels
like the Z4 the BMW engineers and test drivers originally intended to build before the focus
groups electrified the steering, softened its edges and slowed its reflexes to make it less taxing
to drive. The car's theme is immediacy: quick steering, instant brakes, direct throttle and
caffeinated ride. The ride quality is actually harsh over broken pavement particularly in the
coupe , and keen senses are needed to keep the car tidy and in line when driven hard on canyon
roads. The cockpit features a pair of aggressively bolstered sport seats, a chubby M edition
steering wheel and a Motorsport-spec tachometer with a variable redline that settles at 8, rpm

when the oil is fully warmed up. The speedometer reads to mph, but the car's computer will cut
you off at mph. There's no iDrive available thankfully, some would say and the dash's knobs
and buttons are exactly where you'd like them to be. The roadster's 9-cubic-foot trunk capacity
remains almost unchanged when the top is lowered. The coupe, with its enclosed hatchback
design, gives you a bit more space at Available styles include 2dr Convertible 3. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW Z4
M. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Some
might find the ride quality overly harsh or twitchy, no automatic transmission available. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. As such, there are only a few minor changes for , including a new standard
tire-pressure monitoring system. Read more. Write a review See all 13 reviews. Possibly my
favorite car ever. The car is more challenging to the driver than the Porsche, but all the best
sports car elements are there - the brakes and steering from the CSL, a firm suspension, the
revvy S54 engine and a LSD, wrapped in a taut sculpted package that I think is the most
successful of the flame-surfaced cars of the Bangle regime. This is a BMW M without the
compromises required to genuflect at the alter of practicality required of the other M cars. I also
like that you don't see the Z4 M Coupe everywhere - in over a year of ownership, I've seen only
two others on the road. Read less. High Performing Car for Niche Drivers. I knew that I wanted a
high performing car before I ultimately decided on the Z4 M coupe. These are all great cars
though each has something unique that sets it apart from the rest. The Elise is raw for the
purest, the S a great value and compromise between the rawness of the Elise and the luxury of
the M coupe. The M coupe has all the creature comforts, but also has the thrill of a high
performance track car. Additionally the M coupe has a uniqueness - only built. If you are looking
for a uniquely designed sporty car that performs, and begs to be driven through windy roads,
this may be your car. Great car for 6' and under. Purchased CPO w 10K mi. Can't imagine why
anyone would new bmw when CPO program is so great. And all service has been free. Have had
a rattle in the pop up Nav. Hatch opening problems fixed by replacing Z4 lid bumpers with 3
series spring loaded bumpers. Intermitent pass door lock fussiness. But that's it for problems.
Nav system is grossly inferior to Japanese and domestics. But I like the newer idrive interface a
lot better. A blast to drive. Very responsive handles like it's on rails. Upgrading from Z4 to M
roadster. Purchased a new Z4 3. Really liked it but really wanted more power through the shifts.
Found a M roadster at a dealer with only miles on the clock. Dealer let me have a 50 mile test
drive through the hills and twisties That's the way to sell a car! This is the car I have been
looking for! Power, handling, looks, all there in spades. Here is a surprise! Just drove it to Idaho
up lonely hwy. Round trip of miles and ran steady 75 to 90 mph. Averaged 25 miles per gallon.
Didn't buy it for fuel economy, but was not expecting this! One diss Why does the nav pop up
every time you change the radio station? Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Z4 M. Sign Up. Driving The 3. At 1,kg, the M Coupe isn't that light
and keeping wheelspin under control off the line was tricky. Yet the mph sprint was polished off
in only 4. In-gear thrust is equally strong, the M Coupe responding urgently from as little as
2,rpm. But it's not only the acceleration that makes the driving experience. The engine sounds
stunning, too - it's meaty and muscular at low revs, while at 8,rpm it'll make the hairs on the
back of your neck stand up. You often find yourself blipping the throttle and changing down,
simply to savour the sound. Not that the heavily sprung clutch and weighty gearlever are easy
to use initially - both require practice. Stopping power is awesome, though. But there is a
downside: throttle response, which is almost too sharp - particularly if you engage Sport mode.
It's hard to avoid kangarooing in traffic and on bumpy roads. Part of the problem is that the
suspension is too hard. The damping fails to take the sharp edge off bumps adequately and the
fat tyres tramline too much. As a result, the M Coupe feels constantly busy, and although it
does offer a more relaxing ride on motorways, noise levels are high. On challenging roads, the
M Coupe was unsettled, failing to tackle corners smoothly. The steering lacks feel and the car
comes across as unruly. Yet it's involving and blessed with superb traction. Only when you see

the two-seater in the flesh do you realise how tiny it is. It's the same length as many superminis,
and equally low and narrow too. But that doesn't mean it lacks visual impact. The droopy nose
divides opinion but the double-bubble roof is unique, and the new tail treatment works very well
indeed. According to BMW, it's a pocket grand tourer that's been shrink-wrapped around the
occupants, yet is also designed to be practical and comfortable for daily transport. Exclusivity
is guaranteed though; only around per year are expected to be sold; competitors such as the
Porsche Cayman , Nissan Z, Lotus Europa and Audi TT will easily outsell it. Owning The cabin
design is shared with the roadster, and the attractively sculpted environment is excellent. Clean
and logical, it's nicely laid out and extremely well built. The steering wheel is great to hold too provided your hands are big enough to grab the thick rim properly. Thoughtfully, BMW has
placed pads on the transmission tulle to stop occupants bruising their knees during quick
cornering. However, it is cramped. Headroom is adequate but there's not much space for
elbows of legs, and you have to dip your head to see out of the rear view mirror - otherwise all
that's visible is the road directly behind. Further back, the BMW badge forms the boot handle,
and access is good. The sliding cover is useful and the deep litre load area swallows golf clubs.
Skip to Content Skip to Footer. Overall Auto Express Rating. Buy used for less at Buyacar.
Engines, performance and drive 0. Interior, design and technology 0. Practicality, comfort and
boot space 0. Reliability and Safety 0. Next Steps New car deals. Share this on Twitter Share this
on Facebook Email. More on Z4 Coupe. BMW and Toyota team up for new sports car. BMW and
Toyota have announced plans to co-develop a new sports car, fuel cells, lightweight tech and
more. BMW Z4 coupe. It's been a long time coming, but BMW has finally let its famed M Division
loose on the Z4, and the results are spectacular. Not only does the car looâ€¦. BMW Z4 Coupe. If
there's one thing BMW knows about, it's driver's cars. Say what you like about the styling, or
even the image, but from the entry-level 3-Series alâ€¦. Skip to Header Skip to Content. The Z4
has changed. The new one has a fabric top, dropping the weight measurement and centre of
gravity. Ah yes, sporty. The wheelbase is shorter than before by a huge 20cm, for agility. The
track is much wider, for grip. The front suspension, unlike other BMWs, mounts to a special
aluminium subframe for precision. Its brakes are M-developed too. You can thank Toyota for the
existence of the Z4. But sharing could satisfy the spreadsheet-jockeys. The Supra is tuned and
set-up differently from the Z4. Aerodynamics is the answer. At the other end of the car, the
jutting jowls are designed to help capture airflow and usher it past the wheels. Whatever the
reasons, a measure of gawkiness afflicts the proportions of this coachwork. You want it to be
handsome. Want to read a long term review on the BMW Z4? The Z4 has made a big step ahead.
Mind you it kept, and improved, the best bit. Dynamic stretch between sportiness and comfort.
Oddly proportioned outside and messy digital instruments inside. Take one for a spin or order a
brochure. Powered by motoring. Better aero. Even lighter. And named after a true F1 great.
Retro review: the 4. Big Reads. Big Read. Take a closer look at McLaren's really very brand new
plug-in hybrid The tradition of sports-car automaking in recent history has been to turn out a
roadster, wait until sales slip, then produce a hardtop to pick up the slack. To the
non-enthusiast driver, the idea of turning a perfectly good convertible sports car into a hardtop
coupe must seem as pointless as the plot of the film Snakes on a Plane. Why give up the joys of
driving alfresco to permanently insert yourself into a rolling phone booth, especially if it costs
about the same as the ragtop? But adding a roof to a convertible makes sense to car
enthusiasts, because the roof increases structural rigidity that in turn allows for a sportier
chassis. In general, a stiff structure leads to a car that is more precise all around, as everything
that is intended to move on a car wheels, suspension, steering works best when it is attached to
a structure that moves about as little as a line at the DMV. Bolt a terrific chassis to a
less-than-rigid platform, and movement in the structure will introduce unpredictable motion and
inexact wheel control that will muddy handling. Stiff springs, often found on sporting cars, only
exacerbate the motion in a flexing structure. Similarly, a floppy structure will introduce
imprecision to the steering system, potentially degrading feel and accuracy. Delusion aside, the
Cayman S and the M coupe are in the grand, olden-day tradition of the MGB GT coupe and
Triumph GT6 , trading open-air motoring for a distinctive look and the dynamic benefits that
come from increased structural rigidity. We can imagine that more than a few customers have
walked into a Porsche dealership and balked at the idea that the fixed-roof car costs more than
the ragtop. Porsche points out a significant fact: The Cayman S has a larger, 3. But pricing the
Cayman above the Boxster does separate the driving poseur from the purist. No, the Vette
remains in the wings because Corvette coupes all have removable targa-style roofs, whereas
our two Germans have fixed roofs. Arbitrary, you say? We still remember with fondness the
last-generation M coupe, even though in silhouette it looked like a low-top boot. Would the new
coupe, we wondered, be engaging enough to make us forget the fondness we had for its
predecessor? LOWS: Limited visibility, harsh ride, lacks the playful chassis and feel of the

Cayman S, mysteriously ran out of fuel twice. Admittedly, there is a great deal of excited styling,
flame surfacing, and what-not crammed into its diminutive When parked next to the Porsche,
the Z4 M consistently drew more attention and praise. Under the long hood of the M coupe is
the familiar iron-block inline six-cylinder engine with an aluminum head that currently propels
the M3 and the Z4 M roadster. As in the M roadster, the engine makes horses high up at rpm,
with pound-feet of torque coming at rpm. You get a teeth-rattling grrauuch! The Cayman S rang
in at 4. This M coupe proved to be a couple of ticks slower than the M roadster we tested in
June, which was just 26 pounds lighter that performance difference is likely attributable to
production variation and a green engine. Nevertheless, the BMW is quick and has shorter
gearing through the first four gears than the Cayman S, endowing it with an eagerness that
makes it feel faster than the Porsche in day-to-day urban driving. Not surprisingly, six-foot-five
tech editor Dave VanderWerp griped the loudest about the pillbox-view interior. It does feel
smaller and more intimate than the one-cubic-foot difference between the two cars suggests.
The M coupe somehow manages to make us completely forget the Z4 with which it shares much
of its interior. We would have been fresh and ready to start lapping the M coupe, but we needed
a moment to walk off the miles owing to the stiff ride, unyielding seats, and a seating position
that arranges the driver almost between the rear wheels. This would also be a good time to
mention that the M coupe ran out of gas on the way to the track while continuing to show an
eighth of a tank on hand and a range of 40 miles. Unnervingly, it repeated this failure a second
time, the needle showing a quarter of a tank and 60 miles still in the bank. A fill-up revealed that
the coupe had mysteriously run out of fuel with four gallons in its Steering feel through the
thick-rimmed, multifunctional steering wheel received praise from associate technical editor
Robin Warner. Supporting the M coupe are struts up front and a multilink setup in back.
Compared with the M roadster, the coupe has higher spring rates and more aggressive
damping. Many chassis parts are shared with the M3, and although the tuning is different, the
setup is conceptually the same. Common components include the rear subframe, limited-slip
differential, rear anti-roll-bar mounting points, wheel bearings, front control arms, and vented
and cross-drilled rotors clamped by single-piston calipers that are shared with the M3
Competition package. On the skidpad, the coupe clung to the tune of 0. On the track, it lacks the
fluidity, sensitivity to weight transfer, and overall grip of the Cayman. We all agreed that the M
coupe is willing and easy to drive on the track, but it takes only one corner in the Cayman S to
realize the Porsche has one of the best sports-car chassis this side of a Lotus. As the brakes
began to fade, the Continental ContiSportContact tires began to lose grip and squirm
underneath. Interestingly, BMW was stuck with tires that are a generation old. With more time,
we might have out-fitted the M coupe with PS2s to see how the tires affect skidpad grip and lap
times. There is some value here, and the M coupe feels sporting and alive in isolation, but life
becomes unsettled for the BMW as long as a Porsche is around. This time, the Porsche is up
against a BMW that is similar in concept and is blessed with more than a modicum of
practicality. HIGHS: Dual-mode suspension, precise steering feel, firm and reassuring brake
pedal, swoopy bodywork, useful cargo capacity, sound-of-music flat-six. After slipping into the
supportive if simple-looking chairs, we happily spent hours at a time behind the wheel. A couple
of hours in the harsher M coupe are all one needs to begin to feel a bit battered. That time can
likely be traced to the glued-to-the-track Michelin tires, fade-resistant brakes, and
easy-to-exploit and neutral handling. Perhaps due to its mid-engine layout and slightly rearward
weight distribution, the Cayman S felt more stable and balanced during severe braking. Steering
is similarly reassuring, direct, and communicative. Effort builds predictably through the
relatively thin-rimmed, three-spoke wheel. With horsepower and pound-feet of torque, the
throaty 3. Through the 11 corners of GingerMan Raceway, the Porsche felt alive. Brake late into
a corner, and the rear end will begin to come around ever so gradually and predictably. Do all
your braking in a straight line, and the Cayman S will take a neutral set that can only be upset
by a quick lift or quick stab of the throttle. Add more steering, and experience understeer. But it
feels worth the extra cash over the M coupe, because you get a sports car that has two
personalitiesâ€”mild-mannered daily driver and ready-to-fly, track-day-friendly racer. Or was it
Cayman? New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of View Photos. Aaron Kiley Car and Driver. From the August issue of Car and
Driver. Best Coupes, Present and Past. Cayman, Present and Past. Expand Collapse. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From From the Archive. It's a
solid sports car with a little extra cargo space, plus a very tweakable audio system. The Bad
BMW didn't seem to bother with much of an interface for the cabin electronics, and the

suspension feels rubbery. Poor EPA mileage subjects it to a gas-guzzler tax. The Bottom Line
An excellent sports car, the BMW Z4 M Coupe has a lot of weird little quirks that take getting
used to, such as learning how to control its cabin tech. Spend some time with it, though, and it
will grow on you. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate
our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at
our discretion. Building a hardtop version of a roadster seems counterintuitive, as people like
convertibles, but BMW consistently places engineering over popularity. And the M Coupe
performs fantastically, with an engine that sounds angry when the rpms get significant. But this
isn't a stripped-down speed machine--the M Coupe gets a full raft of cabin tech to make the car
a helpful partner in everyday driving. Our test car shipped with a pop-up navigation screen,
Bluetooth cell phone integration, and a thumping stereo system that handles MP3 CDs. The M
Coupe gave us an adrenaline-filled week, but it's not without drawbacks. The rudimentary
interface for the cabin gadgets makes it seem like the engineers, in a fit of pique over all the bad
press about iDrive, only put about five minutes of work into it. And you can have much more fun
with the M Coupe by turning off the overly aggressive traction control, which doesn't let you get
away with anything. The suspension also felt a little rubbery where we expected a rigid sports
car feel. Test the tech: Old versus new BMW produced a coupe version of its old Z3 roadster in
limited numbers from to , the inspiration for the new coupe based on the Z4. As one of our staff
editors owns a Z3 Coupe, we compared the old and the new, driving them over the same twisty
mountain roads and taking stock of their available equipment. Unfortunately, the Z3 Coupe is
not the M version, so our M Coupe test car is much more powerful. Z3 Coupes were better
equipped than the Z3 roadsters as standard, complete with a nine speaker Harman-Kardon
stereo system. The stereo was a single-CD player in the dash, with an optional six-disc changer
mounted in the cargo area. The Z3 Coupe had a tweeter and mid in each door, plus a tweeter
and mid mounted to the ceiling over the cargo area, one set on both sides. There was also a
subwoofer mounted in the cargo area. The Z4 M Coupe has the same arrangement in the doors,
plus speakers mounted behind the seats and a subwoofer in its cargo area. The audio quality in
the newer car is stronger, with heavier bass, but the older car has better clarity. But then the
newer car blows away the older one by also offering a navigation system and Bluetooth cell
phone integration, beating it out on the cabin gadgets. Both cars handle exceptionally well, but
the steering wheel on the Z4 M Coupe is smaller and thicker, with more oversteer. We quickly
found that the more modern and aggressive traction control on the Z4 M Coupe kept the rear
from stepping out at all, whereas the older car could practically turn on a dime on hairpins by
pushing its back tires out. When we turned off traction control in the Z4 M Coupe, we got much
the same effect. Our old Z3 Coupe uses a 2. The slightly bigger engine produces about more
horsepower, a huge gain. The newer car also gets six gears over the Z3's five, but both manual
transmissions had a similar shift feel. On our twisty roads, though, only second and third count.
In second at 5,rpm, the Z4 M Coupe's engine makes a very angry noise, while the Z3 Coupe has
a more tenable sound. Finally, the suspension feel of the Z4 M Coupe had a rubbery feel, where
the Z3 Coupe's was sports car rigid. Some people will also prefer the more outlandish style of
the older car. As a tech car, the Z4 M Coupe far outstrips the Z3 Coupe, bringing technology not
generally available in cars from And the newer car will knock the older out on the straighter
roads, but they run close together on the twisties. In the cabin The cabin of the M Coupe is
appropriately tight for a two-seat sports car, but the seats have a good range of power
adjustment, including vertical. The three spoke steering wheel has a thick rim, making it easy to
grip. Buttons for the stereo, telephone, and voice command are mounted on the lateral spokes.
The voice command system controls only the hands-free phone system, although we had
significant trouble getting it to recognize our commands. This position permits a lot of glare on
sunny days, making the screen difficult to read, especially through sunglasses. When you hit
the menu button, the screen shows an interface that looks unfinished. It gives you options for
navigation, telephone, trip information, audio settings, and system settings. This screen could
use a graphic treatment. And, strangely, you can't access the stereo from this interface. Instead
of iDrive, which we last saw on the BMW , this system uses a menu button and combination
knob-push-button. These buttons, combined with the onscreen interface, were not at all intuitive
to use. But during our week with the car we managed to figure out how everything worked and
grew to appreciate its simplicity. The system needs some serious refinement and better
feedback onscreen. The navigation system worked well enough, but it had some frustrating
quirks. To get into the destination entry screen, you have to push the control knob in, then
figure out what the various menu options mean. For example, Information takes you to the
points-of-interest database and a page about Navteq, the map provider. In the Systems setting
menu, you can choose full- or split-screen displays, but with full-screen enabled, route
guidance won't show graphics indicating upcoming turns. We also found that, once we had

arrived at a destination, the system seemed to keep computing how to get there as we drove on,
albeit without voice prompts on how to get there. The system also paints the roads on your
route white, which can be difficult to see on the beige background. We generally like BMW's
implementation of Bluetooth hands-free cell phone integration. The only drawback we found
with this system, what we thought was a glitch in other BMWs we've tried, is that it got stuck on
a phone number, redialing it every time we activated the system. Our test car came with the
Premium package, which includes a premium sound system certified by THX. This system
pumps watts through 10 speakers, including two subwoofers. The result is a very bass-heavy
sound, without the clear highs we would expect from THX. The system produced a very strong
sound, and we consider it excellent, but it didn't seem as sublime as what we heard in the
Lincoln. It's possible we could have tweaked the audio quality more to our liking, as the Z4 M
Coupe has a seven-band graphic equalizer as part of its digital sound processing. But, as with
other interfaces in this car, the equalizer's seemed unfinished, with buttons labeled "Demo" and
"Memo. HD radio is an option, though not present on our car. Neither satellite radio, a disc
changer, nor an iPod adapter seem to be available on this car. It does have a standard auxiliary
audio jack hidden underneath the dashboard. Under the hood The Z4 M Coupe produces an
exhilarating driving experience, with very fast acceleration. Its 3. That translates to a 0 to 60mph
time of 4. The car displays a variable redline with indicator lights on the tachometer. Anyone
interested in the M Coupe will immediately hit the Sport button sitting next to the shifter. Sport
mode sharpens the throttle response dramatically, making the car difficult to control in traffic.
We spent quite a bit of time in Sport mode, as it works great for getting the immediate
acceleration you need while coming through a hairpin turn. The six-speed manual shifter has a
slight ratchety feel going into gear, not as smooth as we would expect. But we would have liked
a less smooth suspension feel. In our tortuous mountain driving, we noted the car's rubbery
suspension feel, as if BMW went more for comfort then sports car handling. As mentioned
above, we liked the handling better during sport driving with traction control turned off. With it
on, we saw the traction control indicator continually lighting up as we pushed the car around
hard turns. Although we note a few criticisms above, we really enjoyed putting the Z4 M Coupe
through its paces. It was fun and challenging to drive it on particular twisty roads,
well-mannered and fast on bigger roads with broader corners, but a little frustrating in
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city traffic. In our combined city, highway, and freeway driving, we saw an average of The
cabin tech in the M Coupe is functional, but the interface needs some serious refinement. We
like that BMW packs all this tech into a small sports car. With its equalizer, we can imagine
audiophiles will spend a lot of time tweaking the sound quality of the THX audio system. But
with the rpms running high, the engine will drown out the stereo. This is the kind of car you will
want to bring to track days and spend weekends ripping around country roads. For some
serious competition in the turns, though, consider the slightly less expensive Audi TT 3. Pricing
Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech 8. Performance tech 9. Design 9. Photo gallery: BMW Z4 M
Coupe Building a hardtop version of a roadster seems counterintuitive, as people like
convertibles, but BMW consistently places engineering over popularity. Best Cars See all
Chrysler Pacifica. Now you can buy a BMW X7 that'll withstand small-arms fire.

